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Crimping pliers for wire ends. 180mm - Mechanical crimp
tool 0,08...10mm² 97 53 14 SB

Knipex
97 53 14 SB
4003773048497 EAN/GTIN

129,52 GBP excl. VAT**
plus shipping

 14-16 days* (GBR)

Crimping pliers for wire ends 180mm 97 53 14 SB Suitable for various applications, Hexagon (hexagonal) compression mold, cross-section 0.08 ... 10mm², AWG range 28 ... 7,
With locking device (for mechanical tools), Mechanical design/actuation, Smaller reach For Crimping of ferrules according to DIN 46228 parts 1 + 4. For solder-free electrical
connections. Lateral insertion of the ferrules into the tool. Easy to use thanks to self-adjustment to the sleeve size. Consistently high crimping quality thanks to forced lock - can
be unlocked - . Crimping pressure is precisely set - calibrated - at the factory. Power amplification through leverage for effortless work. High ease of use thanks to the handy
design and low weight. Hexagonal pressing with a capacity expansion up to 10 mm². Hexagonal compression for cramped connection dimensions. Particularly suitable for all
twin ferrules up to 2 x 4 mm² or 2 x AWG 10. Special quality chrome vanadium electric steel, oil-hardened
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* Note on delivery time: Day = Monday to Friday, no public holiday in Bavaria or Saxony. Goods are also delivered on Saturdays (DHL).
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outside the EU.
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a resale price to the customer. The RRP is also referred to as the list price and is defined as the highest possible price that a buyer would pay for a specific product
before any discounts (Source of gross list prices: Germany).
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